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SUMMARY

Gene expression burdens cells by consuming resources and energy. While numerous studies have
investigated regulation of expression level, little is
known about gene design elements that govern
expression costs. Here, we ask how cells minimize
production costs while maintaining a given protein
expression level and whether there are gene architectures that optimize this process. We measured
fitness of 14,000 E. coli strains, each expressing
a reporter gene with a unique 50 architecture. By
comparing cost-effective and ineffective architectures, we found that cost per protein molecule could
be minimized by lowering transcription levels, regulating translation speeds, and utilizing amino acids
that are cheap to synthesize and that are less hydrophobic. We then examined natural E. coli genes and
found that highly expressed genes have evolved
more forcefully to minimize costs associated with
their expression. Our study thus elucidates gene
design elements that improve the economy of protein expression in natural and heterologous systems.
INTRODUCTION
In nature, cells must express different genes in a regulated
manner. On one hand, genes must be expressed at levels that
maximize their benefit, and on the other, cells need to minimize
the genes’ production costs (Dekel and Alon, 2005; Wagner,
2005). Costs of expression originate from spending cellular resources, such as building blocks (amino acids and nucleotides),
from allocation of cellular machineries (RNA polymerase and
ribosome), and from energy and reducing power consumption
(Bienick et al., 2014; Glick, 1995; Ibarra et al., 2002; Rang
et al., 2003). Even after their production, proteins might still
impose costs when degraded or by exerting toxicity, e.g., due

to aggregation (Geiler-Samerotte et al., 2011). Understanding
what molecular processes determine expression cost, its relation to cellular growth and gene regulation, and how costs evolutionarily shape the genome are key aspects of cell biology that
remain largely elusive. While numerous studies investigated molecular mechanisms and gene sequence architectures that regulate expression level (Gingold and Pilpel, 2011; Kudla et al., 2009;
Qian et al., 2012; Sharp et al., 1986; Subramaniam et al., 2013),
very little is known about design elements that govern expression costs.
Different works have studied expression costs in unicellular organisms by imposing the expression of an unneeded protein
(Bentley et al., 1990; Dekel and Alon, 2005; Dong et al., 1995; Kafri et al., 2016; Rang et al., 2003; Scott et al., 2010). The production of such unneeded proteins diverts resources from synthesis
of the cell’s own proteins, thus decreasing cellular fitness (Emilsson and Kurland, 1990; Marr, 1991; Vind et al., 1993). Central to
these studies is the characterization of the correlation between
the imposed expression levels of the unneeded proteins to the
cost. Yet, ultimately natural selection dictates the expression
level of natural genes according to the required concentration
of each protein. Thus, a fundamental question, which has not
been addressed before, is how cells can achieve a specific
expression level of a gene while minimizing its expression costs.
Addressing this question is challenging because changes in
sequence could affect both expression level and expression
costs. To disentangle expression level and expression costs
and reveal mechanisms that affect cost per protein molecule,
we utilized a synthetic reporter library of 14,000 different
sequence variants, each fused upstream to a GFP gene
(Goodman et al., 2013). We then combined competition assays
and deep sequencing to measure the fitness of all variants in parallel. This procedure allowed us to elucidate gene architectures
that minimize expression cost at a given protein expression level.
We show that various molecular mechanisms, such as protein/
mRNA ratios, ribosome early elongation pauses, amino acid synthesis costs, and peptide hydrophobicity, determine the cost per
protein molecule. We then generated a model that predicts the
cost effectiveness of gene architectures and applied it to natural
E. coli genes. We found that highly expressed genes have
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Figure 1. 50 Gene Architectures Affect Cost of Gene Expression at a Given Expression Level
(A) We utilized a synthetic library of 14,000 E. coli strains, each expressing a GFP construct with a unique 50 architecture that includes a promoter, ribosome
binding site (RBS), and an 11-amino-acid-fused peptide. There were two different promoter types, four RBSs, and 137 amino acid fusions that were each
synonymously re-coded to 13 different versions (see Goodman et al., 2013 for full details).
(B) FitSeq methodology to measure relative fitness of strains in a pooled synthetic library. First, the library was grown six independent times for 84 generations,
and samples were taken at generations 0, 28, 56, and 84. Then, unique 50 gene architectures were simultaneously amplified and sent for deep sequencing,
which allowed to follow the frequency of each variant in the population over the course of the experiment. Finally, a relative fitness score was assigned for each
variant based on its frequency dynamics.
(C) GFP expression level (as measured by Goodman et al., 2013; x axis) versus fitness effect (based on results of repetition C; y axis) of each variant in the library
(Pearson correlation, r = 0.79, p < 10200). Fitness effect comes from the burden of expressing unneeded proteins on cellular growth and is calculated by
analyzing the frequency dynamics of each variant (see Experimental Procedures). We defined fitness residual as the difference between a variant’s observed and
expected fitness. The expected fitness is calculated from the regression line between GFP expression and fitness (black line). Some variants consistently
demonstrated positive (blue dots, n = 975) or negative (red dots, n = 815) fitness residual sign. Other variants showed extremely low fitness residual, and we
termed those variants as ‘‘underachievers’’ (purple dots, n = 80). The group size of positive, negative, and underachiever variants are significantly much higher
than expected by chance (Supplemental Information). These results suggest that certain 50 gene architectures can increase or reduce the cost of gene
(legend continued on next page)
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evolved more forcefully to be encoded by cost-minimizing
mechanisms. Our observations indicate that natural selection
has shaped genes’ architectures to reduce cost of gene
expression.
RESULTS
50 Gene Architecture Affects Cost of Gene Expression
Our question is whether different gene sequence elements can
minimize cost of expression per protein molecule and hence increase cellular fitness. To focus on sequence features at the 50
region of a gene, we utilized a previously published synthetic
gene library (Goodman et al., 2013) composed from 14,000
different variants expressing a GFP gene. Each variant holds a
unique variable 50 gene architecture that includes a promoter,
a ribosome binding site (RBS), and an 11-amino-acid-long N terminus fusion (Figure 1A; Experimental Procedures).
To reveal the expression cost of each variant, we measured
relative fitness of all variants in parallel in a competition assay
in six independent repeats. We then deep sequenced the variable region of the pool of variants and calculated relative fitness
of each variant (Figure 1B; see Experimental Procedures).
We regressed fitness values against GFP expression levels
and observed a negative, linear correlation (Figure 1C, Pearson
correlation, r = 0.79, p < 10200; Figure S1A). The linear decline
in fitness with expression is in agreement with previous studies
(Kafri et al., 2016; Scott et al., 2010). The regression line, which
outlines the relations between fitness and expression, allowed
us to estimate the expected fitness for each library variant according to its GFP expression level. Variants whose fitness
does not deviate consistently across repeats from this regression line are deduced not to utilize mechanisms that enhance
or reduce the production cost per protein molecule.
Yet, many variants did deviate from the linear regression line,
demonstrating fitness that is higher or lower than expected given
their GFP expression levels. We hypothesized that variants that
repeatedly deviated from the expected fitness might utilize
gene architectures that either reduce or increase the cost of
GFP production per protein molecule. Hence, we calculated
each variant’s ‘‘fitness residual,’’ which we defined as the difference between the actual fitness that we measured for the variant
and the fitness expected for it according to its GFP expression
level and the linear regression (Figure 1C). A positive fitness
residual means that a given variant showed higher fitness than
expected given its GFP expression level, suggesting that it can
produce this GFP level with lower costs. A negative fitness residual means that the variant showed lower fitness than expected
given its GFP expression level.
We then classified each variant as either positive or negative
according to its fitness residual sign (Figure 1C, blue and red
dots; see Experimental Procedures). Since the observed fitness
residual is sensitive to biological noise (i.e., drift during competi-

tion) and experimental errors (i.e., sampling errors), we only classified variants as positive or negative if their fitness residual sign
was identical in at least five out of the six repeats of the experiments in each of the two final sampling points of the competition
(see Experimental Procedures and Supplemental Experimental
Procedures). This approach resulted in 975 positive and 815
negative variants (significantly higher than expected by chance
even at very high levels of measurement errors; Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). Classification into either positive or
negative fitness residual groups allowed us to eliminate the effect of GFP expression level on fitness as these two groups
demonstrate the same expression distribution (Figure 1C, inset).
We also noticed a set of 80 library variants, which we termed
‘‘underachievers,’’ whose fitness residual scores were repeatedly at the bottom 5% of the entire library (Figure 1C, purple
dots; see Experimental Procedures). We hypothesized that
these underachiever variants show extremely low fitness residuals because they produce GFP even more wastefully, and we
expected them to show stronger usage of low-efficiency gene
architectures compared to the negative fitness residual group.
There appeared to be no ‘‘overachievers’’ in these data.
Production of More Proteins per mRNA Molecule Is an
Economic Means to Minimize Expression Costs
We first hypothesized that reaching the same GFP level with
lower levels of mRNA of the GFP gene could be beneficial. While
positive and negative fitness residual variants come from the
same distribution of GFP expression levels (Figure 1C, inset),
we compared their GFP mRNA levels and found positive variants
to have lower levels compared to negative variants (Figure 2A;
Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 1.6 3 109, effect size = 58.26%; see
Experimental Procedures). This difference was independent
of GFP level: binning the data according to GFP levels, we
observed the reduced levels of mRNA for positive variants in
all expression bins (Figure S1B).
The observation that positive variants have equal GFP protein
levels but lower GFP mRNA levels indicates that they are able to
produce more GFP proteins per mRNA molecule. We postulated
that high translation initiation rate could be a mechanism for
maintaining the same GFP levels despite low mRNA levels in
positive variants. We calculated initiation rates for all library variants using the ‘‘Ribosome Binding Site Calculator’’ (Salis, 2011)
and observed that indeed positive variants had higher initiation
rates (Figure 2B; effect size = 61.9%, Wilcoxon rank-sum,
p = 3.7 3 1018). This observation holds true when examining
mRNA level versus translation initiation rate at the individual
variant level (Figure S2A). Indeed, when examining translation efficiency per variant (using measured protein levels divided by
mRNA levels), positive variants demonstrated higher translation
efficiencies than negative fitness residual variants (Figure 2C; effect size = 55.67%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 3.4 3 105). Moreover, we found that underachiever variants demonstrated even

expression. See also Figure S1A. Inset: positive (blue violin plot) and negative (red violin plot) fitness residual variants come from the same distribution of GFP
expression level (Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 0.46). Black line represents the median value. Thus, the effect of GFP levels on fitness was successfully factored out,
thus allowing us to elucidate other molecular mechanisms that tune expression cost at given expression levels.
(D) Fitness and fitness residuals demonstrate different distributions. While most variants showed negative fitness values, fitness residual is more similar to a
normal distribution, though with a negative tail.
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higher mRNA levels and lower translation efficiencies compared
to the negative variants (Figures 2A and 2C; effect size = 68.04%
and 63.06%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 9.6 3 108 and 1.1 3 104,
respectively). Thus, by increasing translation efficiency, cells
reduce transcription costs and hence also cost per protein.
Slower Translation Speed at Early Elongation of Coding
Region, Achieved by Diverse Means, Reduces
Expression Costs
We next aimed to elucidate other cellular mechanisms that
directly regulate the translation machinery and that might reduce
expression costs. We first examined codon decoding speeds by
the ribosome. Codon adaptation of transcripts to the cellular
tRNA pool has been shown to be a regulatory mechanism for
translation elongation (Goodarzi et al., 2016; Higgs and Ran,
2008; Kudla et al., 2009; Plotkin and Kudla, 2011; Shah and Gilchrist, 2011; Weinberg et al., 2016; Yona et al., 2013). Specifically, the prevalence of slowly translated codons at the 50 of
open reading frames (ORFs) has been suggested to support
the efficiency of gene translation (Tuller et al., 2010a). This
‘‘ramp model’’ proposes that delaying ribosomes at the beginning of the elongation phase decreases downstream ribosomal
pauses and collisions, which can therefore reduce ribosome
jamming, and perhaps also ribosomal abortion events.
Although contradicting evidence were reported for the existence and relevance of this mechanism to expression level
(Charneski and Hurst, 2014; Dana and Tuller, 2014; Heyer and
Moore, 2016; Ingolia et al., 2009; Shah et al., 2013; Tuller and
Zur, 2015), the main prediction of the model—that 50 ramping
reduces cost of expression at a given expression level—has
not been tested so far. Here, we had the first opportunity to
test this hypothesis as only the 50 variable region of the GFP varied in the library, while all other parameters remained constant.
Thus, we asked whether slow 50 translation speed is associated
with positive fitness residual. We used ‘‘mean of the typical
decoding rates’’ (MTDR) (Dana and Tuller, 2014), a measure
of codon decoding time derived empirically from ribosome
profiling data in E. coli (see Experimental Procedures), to calculate translation speed for each library variant. We reasoned that
if translational ramp is beneficial, then low MTDR scores, i.e.,
low ribosome speeds, should be more prevalent among the
positive fitness residual variants. Indeed, our results showed
that positive variants demonstrate significantly lower translation
speeds at the N-terminal fusion (Figure 3A; effect size =
59.55%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 3 3 1012) and further for

Figure 2. Higher Ratio of GFP Protein/mRNA Minimizes Cost of
Gene Expression
(A) Although coming from the same distribution of GFP levels, positive variants
(blue violin plot) demonstrate lower mRNA levels of the GFP gene compared to
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negative variants (red violin plot) (effect size = 58.26%, Wilcoxon rank-sum,
p = 1.6 3 109). Consistently, underachiever variants (purple violin plot) show
higher mRNA levels compared to negative variants (effect size = 68.04%,
Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 9.6 3 108). Black line represents the median value.
(B) Positive variants show higher translation initiation rates compared to
negative variants (effect size = 61.9%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 3.7 3 1018).
(C) Positive variants demonstrate higher translation efficiencies (protein/
mRNA) compared to negative variants (effect size = 55.67%, Wilcoxon ranksum, p = 3.4 3 105). Consistently, underachiever variants (purple violin plot)
further show lower translation efficiencies compared to negative variants
(effect size = 63.06%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 1.1 3 104).
Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) are marked with an asterisk. See
also Figures S1B and S2A.
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Figure 3. Slow Translation Speed at Early
Elongation, Achieved by Diverse Molecular
Means, Reduces Expression Cost
(A, C, and D) Positive variants show lower values
of codon decoding speed (A), stronger mRNA
structures (C), and lower speeds due to higher
anti-Shine Dalgarno affinities (D) compared to
negative variants (effect size = 59.55%, 65.03%,
and 63.82%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 3 3 1012,
5.4 3 1028, and 6.3 3 1024, respectively).
Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) are
marked with an asterisk. See also Figure S1B.
(B) Mean folding energy of mRNA secondary
structure according to window’s start position
for positive (blue curve) and negative (red curve)
variants; error bars represent SEM. Dashed
lines mark different positions along the variable
region upstream to the GFP. Black vertical line
marks the beginning of window with the largest
observed difference, which is found at nucleotide
positions +4 of the ORF, just after the first AUG
codon. The distributions at this window position
are seen in (C). See also Figure S2B.

the underachievers (effect size = 64.79%, Wilcoxon rank-sum,
p = 1.2 3 105).
Though in the original ramp model ribosome attenuation was
proposed to be obtained by codons that correspond to rare
tRNAs, additional mechanisms that can slow down the
ribosome at early elongation regions could serve in ramping.
These mechanisms include, in particular, tight mRNA secondary structure (Goodman et al., 2013; Tholstrup et al., 2012;
Tuller et al., 2010b; Wen et al., 2008) and high affinity to the
anti-Shine Dalgarno (aSD) motif of the ribosome (Li et al.,
2012). We thus examined each of these factors separately
and asked whether they are associated with positive or negative fitness residual.
When we computed folding energies for segments of mRNA
nucleotides on a sliding window along the variable region
of each variant, we found that positive fitness residual
variants demonstrated tighter secondary structures compared

to negative variants along many different
window positions (Figure 3B; Figure S2B
for different window sizes). Strikingly, the
maximum difference in folding energy is
observed when the window’s start position is at the beginning of the translated
region of the ORF, excluding the upstream 50 UTR (Figure 3C; effect size =
65.03%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 5.4 3
1028). Hence, these results, together
with previous ones, reveal the dual
role of mRNA folding: on one hand,
loose mRNA structure at the RBS is
associated with high expression level
(Goodman et al., 2013), and on the other
hand, utilization of a strong secondary
structure at the 50 end of the ORF can
reduce per-protein costs.
It was previously suggested that elongating ribosomes in E. coli
dwell longer on sequences that have high affinity to the aSD motif
in the ribosome (Li et al., 2012). However, this observation has
been recently questioned (Mohammad et al., 2016). We next
examined the effects of Shine Dalgarno-mediated ribosomal
pauses on fitness residuals. We calculated affinities to the aSD
along the sequence of each variant, derived a ribosome speed
estimation based on these affinities (see Experimental Procedures) and found that positive fitness residual variants are characterized by low ribosome speed early in the ORF (Figure 3D; effect
size = 63.82%, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p = 6.3 3 1024).
We thus provide the first experimental evidence for a set of
three gene architecture factors—codon decoding time, mRNA
structure, and affinity to the anti-Shine Dalgarno motif—that
could each implement 50 ramping by slowing down ribosomes
and, by that, allow cells to reduce the cost of gene expression
at a given expression level.
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Figure 4. Usage of Expensive-to-Synthetize, Lowly Available, and Hydrophobic Amino Acids Decreases Fitness Residual
(A) N terminus amino acid fusions of negative variants are more expensive to synthesize compared to positive variants (effect size = 72.74%, Wilcoxon rank-sum,
p = 7.4 3 1062). Underachievers utilize even more expensive amino acids (effect size = 72.75%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 1.7 3 1011). See also Figures S1B and S2C.
(B) The frequency ratio of amino acids between positive and negative variants is negatively correlated with the energetic cost of amino acids (Pearson correlation,
r = 0.54, p = 0.01). Each amino acid is marked according to its one-letter code.
(C) The frequency ratio of amino acids between positive and negative variants is negatively correlated with the demand/supply ratio of amino acids (Pearson
correlation, r = 0.82, p = 104). Demand comes from occupancy of ribosomes on each transcript (see Experimental Procedures), and supply is the cellular
concentration of each amino acid (Bennett et al., 2009).
(D) Amino acid availability and energetic cost are correlated (Pearson correlation, r = 0.72, p = 1.8 3 103).
(E) N terminus amino acid fusions of negative variants are more hydrophobic than positive variants (effect size = 69.11%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 3.2 3 1044). N
terminus fusion of underachievers are even more hydrophobic (effect size = 81.67%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 7.7 3 1021). See also Figures S1B and S2C.

Another means of reducing translation speed that was
recently demonstrated (so far in yeast) is the incorporation of
positively charged amino acids (Charneski and Hurst, 2013)
or proline residues (Artieri and Fraser, 2014) in newly synthesized peptides. Yet, we did not detect any difference in frequency of such amino acids between the positive and negative
fitness residual groups.
Amino Acid Synthesis Cost and Hydrophobicity Affect
Cost of Gene Expression
So far we have examined features that are based on the nucleotide sequence and how it associates with fitness residual. Next,
we aimed to explore the possibility that the amino acid composition of the N terminus fusion to the GFP associates with cellular
fitness.
Amino acids differ by the metabolic costs associated with their
biosynthesis—predominantly energy and reducing power determinants invested in their metabolic production (Akashi and Gojobori, 2002). We thus hypothesized that usage of energetically
expensive amino acids may cause a heavier burden at a given
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expression level. Indeed, lower cost of the N terminus fusions
were found to associate with positive fitness residual variants
(Figure 4A; effect size = 72.74%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p =
7.4 3 1062). Here, as well, underachiever variants show more
expensive amino acid usage compared to the negative group
(Figure 4A; effect size = 72.75%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p =
1.7 3 1011).
We further examined the relation between fitness residual
and amino acid energetic cost by calculating the frequency
ratio of each individual amino acid between the positive and
negative fitness residual groups (see Experimental Procedures). Remarkably, this frequency ratio was found to negatively
correlate with the metabolic cost of each amino acid (Figure 4B; Pearson correlation, r = 0.54, p = 0.01). These
observations suggest that expensive-to-synthesize amino
acids burden cells during their costly production due to a
potential feedback that increases their synthesis in response
to consumption.
In addition to direct metabolic cost, the incorporation of amino
acids that appear in low cellular concentrations could reduce
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fitness indirectly as it might disturb the synthesis of other native
proteins. We used ribosome profiling data (Li et al., 2012) to
calculate amino acid demands and utilized previously measured
cellular concentrations as amino acid supplies (Bennett et al.,
2009) (see Experimental Procedures). Indeed, we found that
amino acids with low demand-to-supply ratios are more
prevalent in positive variants (Figure 4C; Pearson correlation,
r = 0.82, p = 104). This observation implies that utilization of
amino acids that are less available to the cell (either due to
high demand or low supply) increase expression cost and
are associated with negative fitness residual variants. Since
metabolic cost of amino acids and their cellular supplies
are correlated (Figure 4D; Pearson correlation, r = 0.72,
p = 1.8 3 103), we could not evaluate which mechanism—
cost or availability—contributes more to fitness residual.
We next reasoned that an additional factor by which a protein
could affect fitness is its toxicity, e.g., due to aggregation. As
aggregation is driven by hydrophobic interactions, we turned
to a conventional measure of amino acid hydrophobicity (Kyte
and Doolittle, 1982) to examine whether it is predictive of
fitness residuals. We found that positive fitness residual variants tended to have significantly less hydrophobic amino acids
fused to the GFP (Figure 4E; effect size = 69.11%, Wilcoxon
rank-sum, p = 3.2 3 1044). Underachievers showed an even
more pronounced effect (Figure 4E; effect size = 81.67%, Wilcoxon rank-sum, p = 7.7 3 1021). This negative effect of
hydrophobic residues in cytosolic proteins could indeed be
derived from post-synthesis costs, but it could also reflect an
equally interesting possibility: that aggregation-prone peptides
reduce the functional level of the GFP (and similarly the fraction
of the active form of native proteins). According to this possibility, aggregation is wasteful and must be compensated by
further costly production to reach the required expression level
of the protein.
We further found that the higher the GFP expression, the more
beneficial it should be to utilize cheap or hydrophilic amino acids
(Figure S2C).
All Sequence Parameters Contribute Independently to
Fitness
We have revealed, so far, a set of mechanisms that affect
expression costs and therefore cellular fitness. Although these
mechanisms are different in their nature, it is possible that variants that score highly on one of these parameters tend
to score highly on others. For example, anti-Shine Dalgarno
affinity could correlate with the energy of the secondary
structure of the mRNA, as both parameters are influenced
by Guanine content. To check this possibility, we computed
the correlation among the variants in the library between
each pair of sequence parameters: codon decoding speed,
mRNA secondary structure, anti-Shine Dalgarno affinity, hydrophobicity, and amino acid energy cost. Reassuringly,
no strong correlation was found between any two parameters
(Figure 5). Nonetheless, for feature pairs that did demonstrate
non-negligible correlations (Pearson correlation, r > 0.1),
we asked whether the signal of one feature is still observed
while controlling for variation in the other. We found that
each factor contributed directly to the signal, even upon

controlling for other factors as potential confounders (see
Figure S3).
Expression Costs Can be Minimized Even at Specified
Amino Acid Sequences
Since maintaining a protein’s function usually requires keeping
its specific amino acid sequence, we next asked whether the
mechanisms that we found here can reduce expression costs
for a specified peptide sequence by using alternative nucleotide
sequences. We defined ‘‘Dfitness-residual’’ as the difference between a variant’s fitness residual and the average fitness residual
of all library variants who share with that variant the same amino
acid sequence. Then, we compared the various architectural
features between variants with above-average Dfitness-residual
to variants with below-average Dfitness-residual (see Experimental Procedures).
Figures 6A–6E depict, for each of the analyzed features, the
difference in feature value between variants with above- or
below-average Dfitness-residual. Interestingly, for each feature,
the above- and below-average sub-groups had significantly
different feature scores, reflecting the same trends as observed
in all earlier analyses. For example, mRNA levels tend to be
higher in the below-average sub-group in most of the 137 N terminus fusions (t test, p values for GFP mRNA levels = 6.2 3 103,
initiation rates = 7 3 109, codon decoding speeds = 4.3 3 102,
mRNA folding = 3.5 3 1016, and aSD velocity = 7.6 3 107). The
conclusion from this analysis is that although amino acid features
affect fitness residuals, the other features provide sufficient degrees of freedom to minimize costs even at a specified amino
acid sequence.
A Regression Model Calculates Relative Contribution of
Each Feature and Predicts Fitness Residual Scores
So far, we have examined fitness residual as a binary classification, namely categorizing variants with either positive
or negative fitness residual. Complementing this binary analysis, in Figure S4A, we show that each feature correlates
significantly with actual fitness residual values. We next
aimed to predict actual fitness residual values of the library
variants from their gene architecture features using a multiple linear regression model. We trained the model on a
randomly chosen subset of 70% of the library variants,
cross validated it on all other variants by comparing
their predicted and observed fitness residual, and found a
good correlation (see Experimental Procedures; Figure 7A;
r = 0.53, p < 10200).
When the regression was performed on a scrambled library,
which randomly links feature values and variants, the correlation
between observed and predicted fitness residual was practically
eliminated (Figure S4B; r = 0.02). We performed 105 such randomizations, and all of them demonstrated such extremely
weak correlations. This negative control demonstrates that we
obtained a genuine means to predict fitness residual values
based on computable gene architecture parameters. We
concluded that a gene architecture that utilizes more of the features that we discovered and that, to a greater extent, typically
gives rise to higher fitness residuals as expression costs are
further minimized.
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Figure 5. Each Feature Affects Fitness Residual Independently
Correlation plots of each feature pair show lack of correlation in most cases and only weak correlations in other cases. For feature pairs with Pearson correlation of
r > 0.1, we compared the difference in one feature while controlling for the second and vice versa. See also Figure S3. Black lines are the regression curves
between each feature pair. Number at upper-left corner is the Pearson correlation.

Additionally, this regression model allowed us to calculate the
relative contribution of each feature by comparing the coefficients assigned by the regression model (Figure 7B). This analysis revealed that the features contributing to fitness residual
the most are hydrophobicity and metabolic cost of the N terminus fusion, while codon decoding speed contributes the least.
To avoid over-fitting of our model on the library data, we performed feature selection using the Lasso algorithm (see Experimental Procedures). This validation resulted in the exclusion of
only codon decoding speed from the model, suggesting that
its contribution to fitness residual is indeed lower compared to
other features.
Highly Expressed Natural Bacterial Genes Have Evolved
Gene Architectures that Minimize Their Production
Costs
With these findings from the synthetic library, we next asked
whether the mechanisms that we revealed as cost reducing
were also utilized by natural selection to optimize E. coli’s
native genes. We thus calculated each E. coli gene’s score
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with respect to the relevant features and used the regression
model to predict its fitness residual score (see Experimental
Procedures and Table S4, related to Figure 7). Since a higher
expression level results in higher expression cost, we next hypothesized that E. coli genes with higher expression levels are
more likely to be endowed with cost-reducing architectures.
Indeed, we found a significant correlation between predicted
fitness residual of E. coli genes and their protein expression
levels (Figure 7C; r = 0.25, p = 2 3 1053), demonstrating a
stronger selection for optimizing the 50 gene architecture for
highly expressed genes. We obtained similar results when predicting fitness residuals for all genes in the Gram positive
B. subtilis, pointing to the generality of the model (Figure 7E;
r = 0.33, p = 1093; see Experimental Procedures and Table
S4, related to Figure 7).
Interestingly, the range of fitness residuals predicted by our
model for the E. coli and B. subtilis genes was significantly larger
than the range predicted by a mock regression model that was
trained on randomly scrambled data of the synthetic library
(see Experimental Procedures; Figures 7D and 7F; p < 105).
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Figure 6. Variant with Same N Terminus
Amino Acid Fusion Demonstrate a Range
of Fitness Residuals
(A–E) Each dot represents one of the 137 N terminus fusions in the library. The x axis and the
y axis represent the mean value of a feature for
the variants with either below-average or aboveaverage Dfitness-residual, respectively. The vertical and horizontal error bars represent standard
errors for each of the axes. A statistical difference
for deviance from the X = Y line was observed for
all features, suggesting that even at a given amino
acid sequence, these mechanisms affect fitness
residual and can minimize expression costs (t test,
p values: A, mRNA levels, 6.2 3 103; B, initiation
rates, 7 3 109; C, codon decoding speeds, 4.3 3
102; D, mRNA folding, 3.5 3 1016; and E, aSD
velocity, 7.6 3 107). d is Cohen’s d that calculates
the effect size.

This observation suggests that the model that we trained on the
library data is able to expose the expression-cost optimality of
natural 50 gene architectures.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we found architectures and motifs that govern
expression costs and reveal their function even beyond a direct
effect on the process of expression. We show that regulating
initiation and mRNA levels affects expression cost, as increasing
the number of proteins that are produced per mRNA is associated with a positive fitness residual. This architecture could be
beneficial because it reduces energy and resource consumption
that are devoted to mRNA production. If cost reducing, why do
genomes not further utilize the strategy of low transcription
and mRNA abundance, combined with high translation initiation? One potential reason is that too low of mRNA levels might
lead to increased expression noise (Taniguchi et al., 2010) or
increased response time to an environmental signal (Gasch
and Werner-Washburne, 2002). It is thus expected that natural
genes would show a tradeoff between cost-reducing architec-

tures and designs that satisfy other requirements, such as controlled noise
and short response times.
The ‘‘translational ramp’’ theory predicted an effect of ribosome speed at
early elongation on expression cost at
a given expression level (Tuller et al.,
2010a). The theory was never tested
as such, since fitness reduction upon
expression of an unneeded protein was
not systematically measured for different
gene sequences at various expression
levels. We demonstrate here that slow
translation speed at the 50 end is beneficial in terms of reduced expression cost
and increased cellular growth rate. We
show that in addition to codon decoding
times, there are at least two additional ramping means that are
likely beneficial: occurrence of Shine-Dalgarno-like sequences
and strong secondary structures.
Recent works showed that 50 mRNA secondary structure governs expression level of transcripts in bacteria (Goodman et al.,
2013; Kudla et al., 2009; Shah et al., 2013). Here, we observed
that tight mRNA structures are enriched in positive variants.
Consequently, it seems that mRNA structure plays a more complex role than previously thought. On one hand, 50 mRNA structure, specifically upstream of the AUG start codon, regulates
expression levels as it governs initiation rates (Goodman et al.,
2013; Salis, 2011). On the other hand, tight structures at the
beginning of the ORF, which were previously observed in E. coli
genes (Tuller et al., 2011), are shown here to be beneficial in minimizing expression cost.
We revealed that the amino acid composition of a gene can
also affect expression cost at a given expression level by
showing that hydrophobic amino acids reduce fitness residual,
perhaps due to their increased tendency to form toxic aggregates in the cytoplasm. In agreement with this, it was shown
that mis-folded proteins impose growth reduction to yeast
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Figure 7. A Model that Predicts Fitness Residual Accurately Reveals that Fitness
Residual of Natural Bacterial Genes Is
Correlated with Their Expression Level
(A) A linear regression model based on all eight
features predicts fitness residual accurately in a
cross-validation test (Pearson correlation, r = 0.53,
p < 10200). See also Figure S4.
(B) The weighted coefficients of each feature in
the regression model demonstrating the relative
contribution of each feature to fitness residual
(p value for regression coefficient of mRNA
level = 3.5 3 1011, initiation rate = 2.5 3 1012,
TEGFP protein/mRNA = 2.7 3 109, codon decoding
speed = 8.7 3 103, mRNA folding energy =
1.5 3 1050, aSD velocity = 8.7 3 103, hydrophobicity < 10200, and amino acid synthesis cost =
5.4 3 1080). The sign of the contribution of each
coefficient shows whether a feature is associated
positively or negatively with fitness residuals. Error
bars represent standard error of the coefficient
estimation.
(C) Predicted fitness residuals of E. coli genes
according to the regression model are correlated
with their expression levels (Pearson correlation,
r = 0.25, p = 2 3 1053), suggesting that natural
selection shapes 50 gene architectures in order to
minimize costs of gene expression.
(D) Distribution of fitness residual scores for E. coli
genes as predicted by regression model that was
trained on either experimental or mock data. The
experimentally based model predicts a significant,
higher range of fitness residuals (p < 105), suggesting that the mechanisms that we elucidate
with the synthetic library also apply on natural
genes.
(E) Predicted fitness residuals of B. subtilis genes
according to the regression model are correlated
with their expression levels (Pearson correlation,
r = 0.33, p = 1093), suggesting that our model
also applies for other bacteria species.
(F) Same as (D), only for B. subtilis genes.

cells in a dosage-dependent manner (Geiler-Samerotte
et al., 2011). It is interesting to postulate that hydrophobic
residues that promote aggregation can reduce the portion of
properly folded, functional protein. Such futile protein synthesis might need to be compensated for by further costly production in order to reach the needed functional level of a
certain protein.
We further demonstrate that there are sufficient degrees of
freedom for a gene to evolve a cost-reducing architecture,
even when its amino acid sequence is constant. Hence, our
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study suggests design elements that
could be utilized both for better heterologous gene expression and by natural
selection for the optimization of natural
genes.
As such, our observations are also relevant to biotechnology and synthetic
biology. Many times in such non-natural
systems, there is a need to express a foreign gene, whose
expression could deprive resources from the hosting cell. Our results allow the design of an optimized nucleotide sequence
version for heterologous expression that minimizes the cost of
production and, by that, reduces the burden on the cell while
not compromising expression level.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for full description.
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Library Architecture
The synthetic library was provided to us by Goodman et al. (2013) and is
fully described there. In short, each variant in the library harbors a unique
50 gene architecture that is composed of a promoter, a ribosome binding
site, and an N0 terminus amino acid fusion of 11 amino acids followed by
a super-folder GFP (sfGFP) gene. The library as a whole includes two promoters with either high or low transcription rates; three synthetic RBSs
with strong, medium, or low translation initiation rates, as well as 137
different genomic RBSs that were defined as the 20 bp upstream to the
ORF of 137 E. coli genes; and, finally, 137 coding sequences (CDSs) consisting of the first 11 amino acids from the same genes. Each CDS appears
in the library in 13 different nucleotide sequences representing alternative
synonymous forms. All combinations amounted in 14,234 distinct library
variants.
Competition Assay
Competition experiment was carried out by serial dilution. The library was
grown on 1.2 mL of Lysogeny broth (LB) and 50 mg/mL kanamycin at 30 C,
the exact same conditions that were used in Goodman et al. (2013) to measure
GFP expression level. We grew six parallel, independent lineages, and each
was diluted daily by a factor of 1:120 into fresh media (resulting in 6.9 generations per dilution). This procedure was repeated for 12 days, and samples
were taken from each lineage every 4 days (27 generations), mixed with glycerol, and kept at 80 C.

fðtÞ = fðancÞ,ð1 + sÞt zfðancÞ,est

Model for Estimating Translation Velocity Based on Anti-Shine
Dalgarno Affinity
The Shine-Dalgarno affinity was calculated identically to Li et al. (2012). In
short, for each position, we calculated the affinity of 8–11 bp upstream of
that position (the distance between the ribosome A site and the aSD site) to
the anti-Shine Dalgarno motif. The free energy of interaction between the
aSD motif and the mRNA sequence (DG) was calculated for all possible 10mer sequences for that position using the RNA annealing function from the
ViennaRNA package algorithm (Lorenz et al., 2011), and the highest affinity
(lowest energy) score was used. We calculated the affinity for all positions
for which the annealing with the aSD motif resides in the 11 amino acid fusion
(positions 19–33) and then transformed all affinities of a given variable
sequence to estimated ribosomal velocity, as follows.
We converted the DG estimates into the equilibrium constant of the interaction, K, which represents the equilibrium between association (kf) and dissociation (kb). The elongation velocity (v) as the ribosome moves from current site n
to the n + 1 site is given by the harmonic mean of the dissociation reaction of
site n and the association reaction of site n + 1:

vn/n + 1

1
1
+
kbn kfn + 1

Equation 2

We further assume that the association reaction rate is not dependent on the
sequence, therefore, for every n, kfn = kf , and that differences in affinity thus
only reflect differences in dissociation constant displayed by various sequences. We then get a term for the ribosomal velocity at a specific position
by the anti-Shine Dalgarno affinity:
DG

vn/n + 1 =

kf ,kf K 1
e RT
= kf
DG
kf ð1 + K 1 Þ
1 + e RT

Equation 3

To calculate the average ribosomal velocity across the entire N terminus
fusion sequence of each library variant, we calculated the harmonic mean of
the velocity values for all positions. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for full description.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The accession number for all sequencing data reported in this paper is SRA:
SRP092267.
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where f is the variant frequency, t is the generation number, and s is the fitness
effect.
To extract fitness effect, we took two independent approaches. First, we
took the logarithm of the ratio between the frequency of a variant at a certain
time point and its frequency at time zero. We then divided this value by the
number of generations. This calculation was performed for both generation
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description of fitness calculation based on maximum likelihood. The two
fitness-estimation methods were highly correlated (Figures S5A and S5B;
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analyses.
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observed fitness by FitSeq and the fitness predicted by a linear model given
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Supplementary Figure 1
A

B

Supplementary Figure 1, related to Figures 1-4
A| Correlation between fitness and GFP level for each FitSeq repeat. The correlation between fitness and
GFP expression level is presented for each independent competition of the synthetic library. The Pearson’s r
for each repeat is: -0.76, -0.76, -0.79, -0.78, -0.74 and -0.77, respectively. All p-Values are lower than 10-200.
B| Contribution of each feature to fitness residual in bins of GFP expression level. Library variants were
binned according to GFP protein expression level and further split between positive and negative fitness
residual variants. Positive (blue) and negative (red) variants from each GFP expression bin were then
compared according to each of the eight features that affect fitness residual. Gray boxplots represent entire
library variants.
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Supplementary Figure 2, related to Figure 2+3+4
A| Positive fitness residual variants have lower GFP mRNA levels but higher initiation rates compared to negative
variants. Positive (blues dots) and negative (red dots) variants are drawn according to their mRNA level of the GFP
gene (X-axis) and their translation initiation rate (Y-axis). The dashed line represents the optimal linear boundary
line between the positive and negative variants, as was computed by training an SVM classifier with a linear kernel
function on all the variants, using the two axes as features.
B| Color map of effect size for mRNA folding energy comparison between positive and negative fitness residual
variants. X-axis is the window starting position and Y-axis is the window size. The largest effect size of the difference
in folding energy between positive and negative variants is observed when the window is positioned exactly at the
variable region, just after the AUG codon.
C| The higher the GFP expression, the more beneficial it is to utilize cheap or hydrophilic amino acids.
Left Positive and negative variants were split into three equally-populated quantiles according to GFP expression
levels. Then, the effect size for hydrophobicity between positive and negative variants was calculated for all
quantiles. The difference in effect sizes between 1st and 2nd and between 1st and 3rd quantiles was calculated and
found to be significant compared to random split of the variants (p-Values=0.018 and 0.0022, respectively). “ES”
denotes Effect Size. Right Same as left, only for amino acid synthesis cost (p-Values=0.0088 and 0.0008).

Supplementary Figure 3

Supplementary Figure 3, related to Figure 5 – Controlling the correlation between each feature
To test the independent contribution of each feature to fitness residual, we checked the Pearson correlation
between each pair of features (Figure 5). For features with r>0.1, we binned library variants according to the first
feature, and then compared in each bin the difference between positive and negative fitness residual variants in the
second feature. We then reciprocally binned the data according to the second feature and compared the first
feature. List of feature pairs for which this analysis was performed: mRNA folding energy with aSD velocity,
ribosomal decoding speed with hydrophobicity, mRNA folding energy with hydrophobicity, ribosomal decoding
speed with cost of N-terminus fusion and hydrophobicity with cost of N-terminus fusion. For example, binned
positive and negative fitness residual variants according to anti-Shine Dalgarno affinities still demonstrate mRNA
folding energy difference in all bins (Wilcoxon rank-sum p-Value=2.8 ∙ 10−5 , 2 ∙ 10−7 and 2.5 ∙ 10−10). The reverse
(bin according to folding energy and significant difference in aSD affinities) is also observed (Wilcoxon rank-sum pValue=8.9 ∙ 10−3 , 4.5 ∙ 10−6 and 3 ∙ 10−11).
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Supplementary Figure 4, related to Figure 7
A| Individual sequence features demonstrate weak correlations with fitness residual
Correlation of each feature, which was shown to differentiate between positive and
negative variants, with fitness residual. Pearson’s r was calculated for each correlation.
B| Mock model and cross validation for linear regression model
Mock regression model that was trained on randomly scrambled library data fails to
accurately predict fitness residual.

Supplementary Figure 5
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Supplementary Figure 5, related to Methods
A+B| comparison of fitness evaluation
A| Comparison of fitness estimation of all library variants between the different repeats of the experiment.
B| The fitness estimations for all library variants with the two methods that were used in this study are highly correlated
(see Methods, Pearson’s r=0.99, p-Value<10-200).
C| Two methods of evaluation GFP expression level from FACS data
In Goodman et al., cells were sorted into 12 expression bins using FACS, and in each bin the relative frequency of each
variant was measured using deep-sequencing. The estimated expression level of each variant was then calculated by
computing the weighted geometric mean of the bins’ median expression level, using the relative frequency of each
variant at each bin as the bin’s weight. In order to validate these data, we estimated the GFP expression level from the
raw data by fitting gamma distribution parameters to the histogram of each variant’s frequencies in all bins (see
Methods). These two estimation methods are highly correlated (r=0.94, p-Value<10−200), yet ~600 variants showed high
expression levels according to the gamma fit method, while coming from the entire range of expression level using the
geometric mean method. We thus excluded these variants from our analyses since their GFP measurement is not
accurate.

Table S1, related to Figure 1 – Raw sequencing data.
Table S2, related to Figure 1 – Fitness per library variant.
Table S3, related to Figures 2-4 – Fitness residual and feature values per library variant.
Table S4, related to Figure 7 – Predicted fitness residual and feature values per E. coli or B.
subtilis gene.

Supplementary Materials and Methods File
Library architecture
The synthetic library was provided to us by Goodman et al. (Goodman et al., 2013) and is fully
described there. In short, each variant in the library harbors a unique 5’ gene architecture that
is composed of a promoter, a Ribosome Binding Sites (RBS) and an N’-terminus amino acid
fusion of 11 amino acids followed by a sfGFP gene. The library as a whole includes: two
promoters with either high or low transcription rate. Three synthetic RBSs with strong, medium,
or low translation initiation rates, as well as 137 different genomic RBSs that were defined as
the 20bps upstream to the ORF of 137 E. coli genes. And finally, 137 coding sequences (CDS)
consisting of the first 11 amino acids from the same genes. Each CDS appears in the library in 13
different nucleotide sequences representing alternative synonymous forms. All combinations
amounted in 14,234 distinct library variants.

Competition Assay
Competition experiment was carried out by serial dilution. The library was grown on 1.2ml of LB
+ 50g/ml kanamycin at 30°C, the exact same conditions as was used in Goodman et al. to
measure GFP expression level. We grew six parallel, independent lineages and each was diluted
daily by a factor of 1:120 into fresh media (resulting in ~6.9 generations per dilution). This
procedure was repeated for 12 days and samples were taken from each lineage every four days
(~27 generations), mixed with glycerol and kept at -80°C.

Library preparation and sequencing
Plasmids from time zero (library “ancestor”) and all other samples were purified with a QIAgene
mini-prep kit and used as templates for PCR to amplify specifically the variable region of all
variants in the population. To minimize PCR and sampling biases, we used a large amount of
template, ~500ng of DNA, and a relatively short PCR of 26 rounds. The forward primer
(sequence: CAGCTCTTCGCCTTTACGCATATG) was paired with 5 different reverse primers that

are one bp shifted from each other to insure that library complexity was high enough for
Illumina sequencing:
R1: GACAATGAAAAGCTTAGTCATGGCG ; R2: ACAATGAAAAGCTTAGTCATGGCG
R3: CAATGAAAAGCTTAGTCATGGCG ; R4: AATGAAAAGCTTAGTCATGGCG
R5: ATGAAAAGCTTAGTCATGGCG
PCR products were then run on BluePipin to capture the correct amplicon size of ~140 bps and
remove any un-specific amplicons. Then, DNA buffer was exchanged using Agencourt AmPure
SPRI bead cleanup protocol. Hiseq library was prepared next using the sequencing library
module from Blecher-Gonen. et al. 2013 (Blecher-Gonen et al., 2013). In short, blunt ends were
repaired, Adenine bases were added to the 3' end of the fragments, barcode adapters
containing a T overhang were ligated, and finally the adapted fragments were amplified. The
process was repeated for each sample with a different Illumina DNA barcode for multiplexing,
and then all samples were pooled in equal amounts and sequenced. We performed a 125bp
paired end high output run on HiSeq 2500 PE Cluster Kit v4. Base calling is performed by RTA v.
1.18.64, and de-multiplexing is carried out with Casava v. 1.8.2, outputting results in FASTQ
format.

Data processing
De-multiplexed data was received in the form of FASTQ files split into samples. First, SeqPrep
(https://github.com/jstjohn/SeqPrep) was used to merge paired reads into a single contig, to
increase sequence fidelity over regions of dual coverage. The size of each contig was then
compared to the theoretical combined length of the forward primer, the reverse primer and
the variable region of the variants. Next, the forward and reverse primers were found on each
contig (allowing for 2 mismatches) and trimmed out. This step was performed for both the
forward and reverse complement sequences of the contig, to account for non-directional
ligation of the adaptors during library preparation. Then, the reverse primer was searched at
the last 5 nucleotides of the contig to account for different primer lengths. After primers were

trimmed, the contig was tested again for its length to ensure no indels had occurred. Contigs
were then compared sequentially to the entire library, comparing the sequence of each contig
to the sequence of each variant. Any contig without a matching variant within two mismatches
or less was discarded. Contigs with more than a single matching variant with the same reliability
were also discarded due to ambiguity. Each contig that passed these filters was counted in keyvalue data structure, storing all variants in the library and their frequency in each sample. These
data were then used for all downstream analyses. See raw data in Table S1, related to Figure 1.

Fitness estimation
Fitness effect is derived from the following equation:
𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑎𝑛𝑐) ∙ (1 + 𝑠)𝑡 ≈ 𝑓(𝑎𝑛𝑐) ∙ 𝑒 𝑠𝑡
Where f is the variant frequency, t is the generation number and 𝑠 is the fitness effect.
To extract fitness effect, we took two independent approaches. First, we took the logarithm of
the ratio between the frequency of a variant at a certain time point and its frequency at time
zero. We then divided this value by the number of generations. This calculation was performed
both for generation ~84 and generation ~56. See fitness per variant in Table S2, related to
Figure 1.
Second, we derived fitness by employing a Maximum-Likelihood (ML) algorithm on all
frequency measurements along the competition experiment per variant. A key challenge to
accurately estimating each variant's fitness over many generations is that the mean fitness of
the population (against which each variant competes) changes (improves) over time. This is
caused because more fit variants expand in the population at the expense of other (less fit)
strains. To overcome this challenge, we use a Poisson likelihood maximization strategy (see full
description below). Briefly, we make a first fitness estimate of each variant using a simple loglinear regression over the first three time points. Based on these estimations, the initial relative
frequencies of each variant, and a noise model that accounts for experimental errors (Levy et
al., 2015), we estimate the expected trajectory of each variant and compare this to the
measured trajectory. We next make small changes to our fitness estimates, repeat this

comparison, accept updated fitness estimates if they better fit the data (higher likelihood), and
perform this procedure iteratively until fitness estimates are stable (maximized likelihood).
These two fitness-estimation methods were highly correlated (Supplementary Figure 5A+B,
r=0.99, p-Value<10−200) and resulted with the same conclusions throughout our analyses.

GFP expression level estimation
GFP expression levels were taken from Goodman et al. (Goodman et al., 2013) data, in which it
was calculated using the method described in Kosuri et al. (Kosuri et al., 2013). In short, cells
were sorted into 12 expression bins using FACS, and in each bin the relative frequency of each
variant was measured using deep-sequencing. The estimated expression level of each variant
was then calculated by computing the weighted geometric mean of the bins’ median
expression level, using the relative frequency of each variant as the bin’s weight.
In order to validate this data, we estimated the GFP expression level from the raw data in
Goodman et al. by fitting gamma distribution parameters (suggested before as a model to
capture noise, or spread of expression values of a gene within an isogenic population (Friedman
et al., 2006)) to the histogram of each variant’s frequencies in all bins. This gamma distribution
𝑥

follows this equation: 𝑃(𝑥) =

−
𝑥 𝑎−1 𝑒 𝑏

𝑏 𝑎 Γ(𝑎)

where Γ denotes the gamma function.

These two estimation methods are highly correlated (Supplementary Figure 5C, r=0.94, pValue<10−200 ). However, we noticed that ~600 variants showed high expression levels
according to the gamma fit method, while coming from the entire range of expression level
using the geometric mean method. When closely examining these cases, we noticed that the
source for the disagreement between the two methods is that these variants were observed
only in two bins, with one of them being the highest bin, and the other not being the second
highest. Therefore, we decided that the expression estimation for these variants is unreliable
and excluded them from our analyses.

Calculation of fitness residuals and classifying variants according to their positive or negative
fitness residual sign
We defined "fitness residual" of a variant as the difference between the observed fitness by
FitSeq and the fitness predicted by a linear model given the variant’s GFP expression level. To
calculate fitness residual, we performed the following steps:
First, we filtered out variants that demonstrate a lower GFP level than 211 [AU], since below this
threshold the GFP measurement method is not sensitive to accurately measure GFP. We also
excluded variants with a GFP level above 217.5 [AU], as above this threshold the measurement
method saturates. Notably, only variants with the “high promoter” were included in the
analysis, since almost all “low promoter” variants did not pass the protein level filter. This
decision was essential as the few “low promoter” variants that did pass this threshold show
biased values of sequence features, such as a very low GC-content, which could mask real
signals.
Next, we fitted a linear regression model between fitness and GFP expression levels for each of
the six independent FitSeq repeats separately at each of the last two time points (generations
~56 and ~84). Then, variants for which fitness residual was in the top or bottom 5% were
excluded and a new regression line was fitted in order to reach a better fit. These outliers were
excluded only for the sake of fitting a regression line and were still included in our downstream
analyses. Then, a fitness residual score was calculated for each variant at each repeat of the
experiment and on each of the two time points.
We then split the variants into two groups: positive or negative fitness residual variants. To
account for random processes (experimental errors and drift), "positive" or "negative" class was
assigned for a given variant only if it showed a positive/negative fitness residual sign in at least
5 lineages in both time points. The set of all the above filters resulted in 975 variants in the
positive variant group and 815 in the negative variant group.
Since we noticed that some of the negative variants have extreme negative fitness residual
values, we further classified them as “underachievers”. Underachiever variants were defined as
variants that repeatedly showed fitness residual values in the bottom 5% of the entire library.

Similar to the positive/negative classification, a variant is assigned as “underachiever” only if it
is found in the bottom 5% in at least 5 out of the 6 linages in both time points, which resulted in
80 variants.

Parameter comparison between two fitness residual groups
A one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to compare the distributions of different
sequence parameters between the positive and negative fitness residual groups. We also tested
the effect size of each parameter using the “Probability of superiority” method (Ruscio, 2008)
that calculates the probability to randomly choose a member from group A with a higher value
than a random member from group B.
To compare between effect sizes according to GFP expression levels, we split the positive and
negative variant groups into three quantiles according to GFP expression levels. Then, the effect
size for hydrophobicity or amino acid synthesis cost between positive and negative variants
were calculated for each quantile. We then performed an empirical p-Value estimation by
randomly choosing three data sets with the same number of variants, and computed the effect
size at each set. This sampling was performed 104 times, and p-Value was estimated by
counting the number of times the difference in effect sizes between the first and second sets
and between the first and third sets were lower in the real data than the difference in effect
sizes of the random groups.

Calculating translation initiation rate per variant
We estimated the translation initiation rate of each variant with the “RBS calculator” (Espah
Borujeni et al., 2014; Salis et al., 2009), which simulates initiation rates given a UTR and a
coding sequence. This calculation is achieved by using a bio-mechanic model combining the
affinity to the anti-Shine Dalgarno sequence of the ribosome, mRNA secondary structure of the
UTR and coding sequence, and steric interference of the ribosome and the mRNA.

Mean of the Typical Decoding Rates (MTDR) estimation
To evaluate codon-decoding times by the ribosome we used a published index of Mean of the
Typical Decoding Rates (MTDR) values (Dana and Tuller, 2014), which were derived from
ribosome profiling data (Li et al., 2012). MTDR values for each of the 61 sense codons are driven
from measured ribosome density, when the ribosome A site is on a codon, averaged over all
the appearances of the codon within mRNAs. This measurement estimates the translation
speed of each codon, and it correlates significantly (r=0.46 for E. coli) with tRNA availability. The
final score given to each variant was the harmonic mean of its MTDR values of the first 11
amino acids.

Folding energy estimation of mRNA secondary structure
We calculated folding energy of mRNA secondary structure for each variant by using the
ViennaRNA package algorithm (Lorenz et al., 2011). Each sequence was computed by a sliding
window, whose starting position ranged from position -18 to position 32. The calculation was
repeated with different window sizes (20-60bps). All calculations were done assuming a
temperature of 30oC.

Model for estimating translation velocity based on anti-Shine Dalgarno affinity
The Shine-Dalgarno affinity was calculated identically to Li et al. (Akashi and Gojobori, 2002). In
short, for each position we calculated the affinity of 8-11bps upstream of that position (the
distance between the ribosome A site and the aSD site) to the anti-Shine Dalgarno motif. The
free energy of interaction between the aSD motif and the mRNA sequence (ΔG) was calculated
for all possible 10mer sequences for that position using the RNA annealing function from the
ViennaRNA package algorithm (Lorenz et al., 2011), and the highest affinity (lowest energy)
score was used. We calculated the affinity for all positions for which the annealing with the aSD
motif resides in the 11-amino acid fusion (positions 19-33) and then transformed all affinities of
a given variable sequence to estimated ribosomal velocity as follows.

We converted the ΔG estimates into the equilibrium constant of the interaction, K by:
Δ𝐺

(i)

𝐾 = 𝑒 −𝑅𝑇

Where 𝛥𝐺 denotes the SD affinity, 𝑅 denotes the gas constant and 𝑇 denotes the temperature.
This equilibrium constant, at the nth codon along a sequence, is defined in turn, given the
association reaction rate (𝑘𝑓 ) which represents the association to the current site (𝑛), and a
dissociation reaction (𝑘𝑏 ) that represents the dissociation to the current site as:
(ii)

𝑘𝑓 𝑛

𝐾=𝑘

𝑏𝑛

The elongation velocity (𝑣) as the ribosome moves from current site 𝑛 to the n+1 site is given by
the harmonic mean of the dissociation reaction of site 𝑛 and the association reaction of site
𝑛 + 1:
(iii)
(iv)

1
𝑣𝑛→𝑛+1

=𝑘

1
𝑏𝑛

+𝑘

1
𝑓𝑛+1

𝑘𝑏𝑛 𝑘𝑓𝑛+1

𝑣𝑛→𝑛+1 = 𝑘

𝑏𝑛 +𝑘𝑓𝑛+1

We further assume that the association reaction rate is not dependent on the sequence,
therefore for every 𝑛, 𝑘𝑓𝑛 = 𝑘𝑓 . Introducing equations (i)-(ii) to the equation (iv), results in a
term for the ribosomal velocity at a specific position by the anti-Shine Dalgarno affinity:
(v)

𝑘𝑓 ∙𝑘𝑓 𝐾−1

𝑣𝑛→𝑛+1 = 𝑘

𝑓 (1+𝐾

−1 )

Δ𝐺

= 𝑘𝑓

𝑒 𝑅𝑇

Δ𝐺

1+𝑒 𝑅𝑇

To calculate the average ribosomal velocity across the entire N-terminus fusion sequence of
each library variant, we calculated the harmonic mean of the velocity values for all positions.
The analysis was performed also at a codon resolution, taking into account only positions of the
sequence that are the first nucleotide of codons, which yielded similar results to the nucleotidebased analysis.

Amino acid property estimation of N-terminus fusion amino acids
Hydrophobicity of each 11-amino acid N-terminus peptide was calculated according to its score
on the Kyte-Doolittle scale (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982). Amino acid cost was derived from Akashi
and Gojobori (Akashi and Gojobori, 2002) in the form of the amount of energy consumed for its
production in high energy ATP or GTP bonds. Cost was either evaluated per amino acid or
summed for the whole peptide.
Supply of amino acids were derived from Bennet et al. (Bennett et al., 2009), which measured
cellular concentrations of amino acid in exponnentially grown E. coli. Notably, two amino acids
are missing from this table (Gly & Cys), and two amino acids are indistinguishable (Lys & Ile).
Therefore, those 4 amino acids were excluded from the this analysis. The demand per amino
acid was calculated by multiplying the frequency of each amino acid in each E. coli gene by the
median ribosome profiling score of the gene (Li et al., 2012). The sum of all genes was defined
as the total amino acid demand.

Amino acid enrichment in positive and negative variant groups
To calculate the frequency of the various amino acids in the collective proteome in either the
positive or the negative fitness residual group, we counted the occurrences of each amino acid
in each variant. We then summed this number for each amino acid across all variants in each
group and divided the sum by the number of variants in each group multiplied by 11. To
quantify the relationship between amino acid enrichment and energetic-cost or availability we
calculated the frequency ratio of each amino acid by dividing the amino acid frequency of the
positive fitness residual group by the frequency of the negative group. We then calculated the
Pearson correlation between the log2 amino acid enrichment ratio and the amino acid
energetic-cost or their availability.

Comparing fitness residual among variants with the same N-terminus fusion by Δfitnessresidual
We defined Δfitness-residual as the difference between the fitness residual of a given variant
with the average fitness residual of the variant group with the same N-terminus amino acid
fusion. Therefore, ∆fitness-residual measures the expression cost of a variant normalized to its
GFP expression level and its N-terminus amino acid sequence. We then spilt each variant group
of the same N-terminus fusion to above-average and below-average variants and calculated for
each sub group the mean value for six features (RNA levels, translation initiation rates,
translation efficiency, codon decoding speed (MTDR), mRNA secondary structure, and antiShine Dalgarno affinity). For each feature, the mean value of the below-average (x-axis) and
above-average (y-axis) ∆fitness-residual groups were depicted as a scatter plot, in which each
point represents a different N-terminus fusion. Then, the deviance of all dots from the identity
(X=Y) line was calculated and tested for significance with a one-tailed Student’s t-test. To
compute an effect size for this enrichment, we used Cohen’s d: 𝑑 =

𝑥̅ ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ −𝑥̅ 𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑆

where 𝑥̅ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ\𝑙𝑜𝑤

represents the mean of the feature in the above- or below-average group, and 𝑆 represents the
standard deviation of the feature in the entire set of library variants that was used in this study.

A multiple linear regression model to predict fitness residual
We performed a multiple linear regression using all eight features as independent variables
(RNA levels, translation initiation rate, translation efficiency (GFP protein/mRNA), mRNA
secondary structure, codon-decoding speed, aSD affinities, amino acid metabolic cost and
hydrophobicity) and the mean fitness residual across six repeats of FitSeq as the dependent
variable. The regression yielded a coefficient for each feature, which were all used in order to
predict fitness residual of a given variant.
As a negative control for this model we randomly shuffled each of the features in the library,
trained a mock model on this shuffled library, and computed the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the observed fitness residual and the expected fitness residual according to the mock
model. In order to compute a p-Value we repeated this process 105 times, and counted the

number of times the correlation coefficient from the mock model was higher than the
correlation coefficient from the real model.
To predict fitness residual of natural E. coli and B. subtilis genes, a second regression model was
performed, in which we excluded translation efficiency (due to lack of data for the entire ~4000
E. coli genes) and hydrophobicity (due to the fact that hydrophobic motifs in membrane
proteins are functional, hence including this feature might lead to wrong estimation of
membrane proteins). We also used Lasso regularization and feature selection method
(Tibshirani, 1996) with Matlab’s “lassoglm” function from the “Statistics and Machine Learning”
toolbox to avoid overfitting of the model. The 𝜆 value was chosen as the value for which the
deviance was one standard deviation higher than the minimum deviance achieved in a 1000fold cross validation. Out of the six features used for this model, none were excluded by Lasso
method. This model performed well in predicting fitness residual of the library variants and a
cross validation test resulted in correlation of r=0.3 (p-Value=10-10).
This model was then used to predict fitness residual scores for natural E. coli (strain MG1655)
and B. subtilis (strain 168) genes. For each gene of these species, we computed a score for each
feature of the model. We used RNA levels for E. coli from a previous RNA-seq experiment in
which cells ware grown in LB and were harvested at the logarithmic growth phase. We used
published RNA data for B. subtilis (Cohen et al., 2016). Translation initiation rates was
computed with the same initiation rate model as was used for the library variants (Espah
Borujeni et al., 2014; Salis et al., 2009). mRNA secondary structure, codon-decoding speed and
aSD affinities were calculated as explained for the library variants. MTDR values for both
species were taken from published data (Dana and Tuller, 2014). Amino acid metabolic cost was
calculated as the mean value for the entire protein, and for both species the same cost was
assigned for each amino acid (Akashi and Gojobori, 2002). Protein expression levels for both
species were taken from the integrated datasets in Pax-Db (Wang et al., 2012). See Table S4,
related to Figure 7 for feature and fitness residual scores for genes of these two organisms.
As a negative control for the prediction of fitness residual for natural E. coli genes, we
generated a mock model by randomly shuffling each of the features in the library, training a
linear regression model on this shuffled library and using it to predict fitness residual for all E.

coli genes. We then compared the standard deviation of the fitness residual predictions by the
real model to the one of the mock model. This analysis was repeated 105 times to compute a pValue for the chance of the real model to show a higher standard deviation than the mock
model.

Cross validation sets
Cross validation tests of the regression model were performed by randomly choosing training
and test sets, in proportions of 70% and 30% of the entire library variants, respectively. In order
to account for the fact that some of the information lays in the amino acid sequence, the
training/test sets were also separated by the N-terminus amino acid peptide sequences with 41
peptide sequences (~30%) chosen as test set, and the rest as training sets. 10-fold cross
validation was performed by randomly generating ten different pairs of training and test sets.
The results are based on the average across these 10 repeats.

RNA fitness residual calculation
To evaluate mRNA fitness residuals we repeated the same calculation as described for fitness
residual only with the mRNA levels instead of protein levels placed on the x-axis.

Fitness residual and feature values per variant
See Table S3, related to Figures 2-4.
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Simulation for measurement errors in GFP expression level
To calculate fitness residual, we correlated fitness to expression level in order to
learn the expected fitness of each library variant. Variants were classified as
positive/negative fitness residual variants, if their fitness value was repeatedly
above/below the expected line, respectively. This approach allowed us to factor out
the effect of GFP expression level on fitness and elucidate mechanisms that reduce
cost at a given expression level. Yet, a potential bias in our method could arise
because of experimental errors in the GFP measurement. Indeed, Goodman et
al.(Goodman et al., 2013) and Kosuri et al.(Kosuri et al., 2013) report an estimated
𝜎

coefficient of variation ( ) of 0.22 for the GFP level in each variant. We set to assess
𝜇

the potential effect of such measurement error on fitness residual estimation.
We simulated our experimental design with a range of measurement errors for GFP
expression level (see below a description of the simulation). This simulation allowed
us to evaluate how many variants would be wrongly classified with either positive or
negative fitness residual simply due to error in GFP expression levels measurements.
Our results show that for all simulated error levels, even those that far exceed the
actual reported error level, we observed much less positive and negative variants in
the simulation compared with the actual group size of the positive and negative
variants in the FitSeq experiment (Simulation Figure 1A). This result means that our
classification of variants into positive and negative fitness residual groups could not
be due to error in measurements.
Additionally, our simulation predicts that GFP measurement error alone would result
in a negative variant group that is larger than the positive variant group and only
upon introduction of fitness residual signal to the simulation, more positive than
negative variants were observed (Simulation Figure 1B). Reassuringly, our data
resulted in a greater number of positive variants compared to negative, suggesting
that library variants show a real phenomenon of fitness residual that minimize cost
of gene expression.
Next, we turned to test whether the features that we discovered to differ between
positive and negative variants, and thus affect fitness residual, could be observed

due to measurement errors (at the reported error level of Goodman et al.). For all
features, except GFP mRNA levels (p-Value=0.8), we observed that the effect size
that separates between the positive and negative variant groups is much higher than
would appear simply because of experimental errors (Simulation Figure 1C). P-Values
for initiation rate<10-4, translation efficientyprotein\mRNA<10-4, codon decoding
speed=3.2x10-3, mRNA folding=2x10-4, aSD velocity<10-4, amino acid metabolic
cost<10-4 and hydrophobicity<10-4. These results mean that the molecular
mechanisms we revealed in this work are not observed due to an experimental
error, but rather reflect a genuine biological phenomenon relating to expression
cost.
Regarding mRNA levels, we present three arguments for its relevance to fitness
residual: First, translation efficiency, defined as GFP protein/mRNA, at the variant
level was still observed as significant in this analysis, a result which strengthens our
claim that producing more proteins per mRNA reduces cost of gene expression.
Second, we calculated “RNA fitness residual” based on fitness and two independent
GFP mRNA measurements (Simulation Figure 1D and see methods) and observed
that positive variants demonstrated lower mRNA levels compared to negative (Effect
size=55.13%, rank-sum p-Value=7.2x10-5), suggesting that higher mRNA levels are
costly and reduce fitness residual. Third, we observed 80 variants with consistent
extremely low fitness residual (“underachievers”, see main text). While these very
low fitness residual variants cannot be explained by measurement error (they do not
appear in the simulation), they also demonstrate even higher mRNA levels than the
negative variant group. All of these points suggest that mRNA level, as the other
eight parameters, indeed reduce expression cost and increase fitness.

Detailed description of the simulation
For each single run of the simulation, 12 independent repeats are performed that
simulate the 12 sampling points we used to classify each library variant with either
positive or negative fitness residual. The simulation steps are as follows:
1. GFP expression level is randomly assigned for 4115 simulated variants from a log
uniform distribution of GFP levels, which is similar to the distribution of the
synthetic library we used in this study.
2. Fitness score is assigned to each simulated variant, according to the observed
correlation between GFP expression level and fitness in our experiment.
(i)

̂𝑖 = 𝑎𝐺𝐹𝑃
̂𝑖 + 𝑏
𝑓

̂𝑖 – fitness predicted from GFP level according to linear model
𝑓
̂𝑖 – GFP expression levels drawn from the experimental distribution of GFP levels
𝐺𝐹𝑃
a,b – confidents of the linear model as extracted from the measured data.

3. For each simulated variant, 12 independent measurement errors are added to
the assigned fitness, in order to simulate the 12 repeats (6 from each time point)
that were used for classifying the library variants. This fitness measurement error
is drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation
of 0.03, N(0, 0.03). This SD was used as it is the mean SD we observed for the
library variants based on the independent repeats of our experiment.
(ii)

̂𝑖 + 𝑏 + 𝑁(0,0.03)
𝑓𝑖 = 𝑓̂𝑖 + 𝑁(0,0.03) = 𝑎𝐺𝐹𝑃

𝑓𝑖 - simulated fitness

4. A measurement error is added to the GFP level of each simulated variant by
drawing a measurement error from a normal distribution. Since the absolute size
of the measurement error is dependent on expression level (higher expressions
mean larger errors) the simulated measurement error is chosen from a normal
distribution with a mean of zero and an SD that is the multiplication of the
simulated GFP level by the noise factor, 𝑁𝑥 , which is a parameter of the
simulation.

(iii)

̂𝑖 + 𝑁(0, 𝑁𝑥 ∙ 𝐺𝐹𝑃
̂𝑖 )
𝐺𝐹𝑃𝑖 = 𝐺𝐹𝑃

𝐺𝐹𝑃𝑖 – simulated GFP levels
𝑁𝑥 – GFP noise factor
5. All simulated variants are then classified with positive or negative variants with
the same approach as described in the methods section and the size of each
group is counted.
6. The Pearson correlation between simulated GFP levels and simulated fitness
scores is also calculated and recorded.
The above steps describe a single run of the simulation. We performed 104 runs
to calculate p-Value to the group size we observed in our study.
We then turned to simulate the effect size of each feature we observed to affect
fitness residual:
For each simulated variant (as described in steps 1-6) we assigned a random
feature score (taken from the actual values in the library) based on its randomly
assigned GFP expression level. We performed this step while maintaining the
correlation between expression level and the specific feature. For example, in
the synthetic library we used in this study, mRNA folding energy is correlated
with GFP expression with r=0.15. We maintained this correlation in the random
assignment of folding energies to the simulated variants.
In order to produce a correlation 𝑟 between a given feature and the simulated
GFP levels, we used the following method:
a. Using Matlab’s Statistics and Machine Learning toolbox
copularnd() function we generated two random vectors with a
normal distribution and 4115 samples each: {𝑈1 , 𝑈2 } with a
correlation 𝑟 between them.
b. Each of the vectors was sorted and a vector of the indices of 𝑈
mapping to the sorted vector was returned, such that:
𝑈𝑖 (𝐼𝑖 ) = 𝑆𝑖 , where 𝑆𝑖 is the sorted vector, and 𝐼𝑖 are the
indexes of 𝑈𝑖 ordered according to their rank.

c. The feature vector and the GFP vector were also sorted, we
mark their sorted version as 𝑆𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 , 𝑆𝐺𝐹𝑃 respectively.
d. The correlated vectors of the feature and GFP vectors
𝑋𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 , 𝑋𝐺𝐹𝑃 were created by sampling the sorted vectors,
using the indexes mapping to the sorted correlated normal
vectors.
𝑋𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝑆𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝐼1 )
𝑋𝐺𝐹𝑃 = 𝑆𝐺𝐹𝑃 (𝐼2 )
After creating a pair of vectors representing the feature values and simulated
GFP values which have the same correlation as the measured feature have with
the GFP expression levels, we repeated steps 2-5 in order to extract fitness
residual values and positive/negative classification for the new permuted GFP
vector.
We repeated the above process for each of the eight features.
7. Then for each feature, we calculated the effect size between the positive and
negative fitness residual variants in the simulation. Since there are only
experimental errors and no real signal in the simulation, this measured effect size
is the threshold for our experimental design. To calculate p-Value to the effect
size that we observed in the experiment data, we performed 104 runs of the
simulation and counted the number of times the effect size was higher than the
one observed in the experiment.

Simulation Figure 1
A

Blue horizontal line - number of positive
variants in the library.
Red horizontal line - number of negative
variants in the library.
Left vertical line - noise factor corresponding to
measured r between fitness and expression
level in our data.
Right vertical line – noise factor as estimated
from Kosuri et al.

C

B

Noise factor = 0.22 (as measured by from Kosuri et al.)

D

Poisson likelihood maximization strategy to estimate fitness
Here, each genetic design is called a lineage and the total number of lineages, 𝑙, is 14234. Let
𝑛𝑖 (𝑡) be the cell number of lineage 𝑖 at the 𝑡-th generation, and 𝑥(𝑡) be the mean fitness of the
population at the 𝑡-th generation. In a limited-resource environment, the growth of lineage 𝑖
follows,
𝑡

𝑛𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑛𝑖 (0) ∙ 𝑒 ∫0(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥(𝜏))𝑑𝜏 ,
where 𝑥(𝑡) =

∑𝑙𝑖=0 𝑛𝑖 (𝑡)∙𝑥𝑖
∑𝑙𝑖=0 𝑛𝑖 (𝑡)

.

Therefore, the growth of lineage 𝑖 can be rewritten as,
𝑡

𝑡+∆𝑡

𝑛𝑖 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝑛𝑖 (0) ∙ 𝑒 (∫0(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥(𝜏))𝑑𝜏+∫𝑡

(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥(𝜏))𝑑𝜏)

≈ 𝑛𝑖 (𝑡) ∙ 𝑒 ∆𝑡∙(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥(𝑡)) .

We estimate the fitness of all lineages using the following method:
1. Let 𝑥𝑖 be fitness of lineage 𝑖. Let 𝑟𝑖 (𝑡) and 𝑓𝑖 (𝑡) be the experimental read number and
𝑟 (𝑡)
read frequency of lineage 𝑖 at the 𝑡-th generation, respectively, i.e., 𝑓𝑖 (𝑡) = ∑𝑙 𝑖 𝑟 (𝑡). Let
𝑖=0 𝑖

∆𝑡 be the number of generations passed between two bottlenecks. Here, ∆𝑡 ≈ 28.
Make an initial guess of 𝑥𝑖 by linear regression of ln 𝑓𝑖 (0), ln 𝑓𝑖 (∆𝑡), and ln 𝑓𝑖 (2∆𝑡).
Note that we only do the linear regression for the lineage with an initial experimental
read number larger than 10, i.e., 𝑟𝑖 (0) > 10. Lineages with lower read numbers are too
noisy to get an accurate estimation.

2. Let 𝑛̂ 𝑖 (𝑡) be the estimated cell number of lineage 𝑖 at the 𝑡-th generation. Assume that
𝑟 (0)∙𝑁
𝑛̂𝑖 (0) = ∑𝑙 𝑖 (0), where 𝑁 is the total cell number after bottleneck. Here, 𝑁 = 9.37 ×
𝑖=0 𝑟𝑖

107 . Calculate 𝑛̂𝑖 (𝑡) and 𝑥(𝑡) for the first 4 sequencing time points using,

{

𝑥(𝑘∆𝑡) =

∑𝑙𝑖=0 𝑛̂𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡) ∙ 𝑥𝑖
,
∑𝑙𝑖=0 𝑛̂𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡)

𝑘 = 0,1,2,3.

𝑛̂𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝑛̂ 𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡) ∙ 𝑒 ∆𝑡∙(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥(𝑘∆𝑡)) ,

3. Let 𝑟̂𝑖 (𝑡) be the estimation of 𝑟𝑖 (𝑡). Thus,
𝑟̂𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡) =

𝑛̂𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡) ∙ ∑𝑙𝑖=0 𝑟𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡)
,
∑𝑙𝑖=0 𝑛̂𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡)

𝑘 = 0,1,2,3.

4. Define the Poisson likelihood function as,
𝑙

3

𝐹(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ⋯ , 𝑥𝑙 ) = ∑ ∑ ln (
𝑖=1 𝑘=0

Here,

𝑟̂𝑖 (𝑡) 𝑟𝑖 (𝑡)∙𝑒 −𝑟̂𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑟𝑖 (𝑡)!

𝑟̂𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡)𝑟𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡) ∙ 𝑒 −𝑟̂𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡)
).
𝑟𝑖 (𝑘∆𝑡)!

gives the probability of observing the experimental read number

𝑟𝑖 (𝑡) given the estimated read number 𝑟̂𝑖 (𝑡).

5. Obtain the optimal fitness for all lineages by maximizing 𝐹(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , ⋯ , 𝑥𝑙 ). We use the
fminunc function in the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox to do the optimization. The
function fminunc uses Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm with cubic
line search to solve unconstrained nonlinear optimization problems. BFGS algorithm is
an iterative method, which seeks a stationary point (with the derivative or gradient of
the function being zero) of a function as Newton’s method. The BFGS algorithm is a fastconverging algorithm and we find that all replicates nearly converge by 21 iterations
(Maximum Likelihood Figure 1A).
This Poisson likelihood optimization method provides a more accurate estimation of fitness
compared with log-linear regression method. We define the relative error of the estimation of
1
2|𝑟̂ (𝑘∆𝑡)−𝑟 (𝑘∆𝑡)|
read number of lineage 𝑖 as ∙ ∑3𝑘=0 𝑖( ) 𝑖( ) and then calculate the relative error
4

𝑟̂𝑖 𝑘∆𝑡 +𝑟𝑖 𝑘∆𝑡

between the measured lineage trajectories and the lineage trajectories that would be expected
based on our fitness estimates. We find that the fitnesses estimated using Poisson likelihood
optimization have lower errors than the log-linear regression method (Maximum Likelihood
Figure 1B).
To test the consistency of the estimated fitnesses, we compared the Poisson likelihood
optimization fitness estimates between all replicates. We find that replicates generally
correlate well (Pearson’s correlation > 0.76 for all replicates), with higher fitness designs having
higher correlations between replicates. Additionally, we find that variance between fitness
estimates across the six replicates is generally low (Maximum Likelihood Figure 1C).
To validate that the method worked as expected, we ran a simulation of the evolutionary
process that would be expected in replicates E and F, given the fitness of each cell in lineage 𝑖
has the same fitness 𝑥𝑖 and that 𝑥𝑖 is the fitness estimated from real data using the Poisson
likelihood optimization method. We assumed that there are no mutations and that the
offspring per generation of an individual follows Poisson distribution with mean 1 + 𝑥𝑖 . Let
𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢 (𝑡) be the cell number of lineage 𝑖 at the 𝑡-th generation in the simulation. In the

𝑟 (0)∙𝑁
,
𝑖=0 𝑟𝑖 (0)

simulation, the cell number of lineage 𝑖 at the beginning is set as 𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢 (0) = ∑𝑙 𝑖

where

𝑟𝑖 (0) is the initial read number of lineage 𝑖. The evolution is simulated for 84 generations. To
simulate the sequencing process where the data is sequenced every 28 generations, we let
𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢 (𝑡) be the read number of lineage 𝑖 at the 𝑡-th generation, assuming that 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢 (𝑡) follows
𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢 (𝑡)∙𝑟𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢 (𝑡) , where 𝑟𝑖 (𝑡) is the initial
𝑖=0 𝑛𝑖

the Poisson distribution with mean ∑𝑖𝑙

read number of lineage

𝑖. We then used the read number data obtained from these simulations to estimate the fitness
for each lineage using the Poisson likelihood optimization method. We find that our fitness
estimates correlate extremely well with the true (assigned) fitness of each lineage in both
simulations (Maximum Likelihood Figure 1D).

Maximum Likelihood Figure 1
A

B

D
C

Maximum Likelihood Figure 1
A| Convergence of Poisson likelihood function. A plot of the value of the Poisson likelihood
function at each iteration for all six growth replicates.
B| Distribution of relative error. The distribution of the relative error for each replicate
pooled growth using Poisson likelihood optimization method (pink) and the log-linear
regression method (blue).
C| Histogram of standard deviations of estimated fitness across six replicates using the
Poisson likelihood optimization method.
D| Poisson likelihood optimization method performance on simulated data. Scatter plots of
the true and estimated fitnesses for evolutionary simulations with starting parameters that
(up) match replicate E, or (down) match replicate F. 𝜌 is the Pearson correlation coefficient.

